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CAMERON CHALLENGED ON
REFERENDUM RULES

CORBYN TAKES THE LABOUR
LEADERSHIP

Ever since David Cameron promised to hold a ref- On Saturday 12th September 2015, as widely preerendum on our continued membership of the dicted, the extreme left wing politician, Jeremy CorEuropean Union, based on his re-negotiations, two byn, took the Labour Party leadership. This has
questions are regularly asked. One is what will the created the frightening situation that he is now just
general election away from becoming Prime
date of the referendum be and will it be a snap poll, one
Minister of the UK.
the other is: what exactly will he be negotiating?
Many in the press have reported that he
Another obvious concern is will it be a will be like Michael Foot during his time as the Lagrossly unfair referendum as was the 1975 referen- bour leader when he made Labour unelectable.
dum which saw foreign and other money, as well as However, unlike Michael Foot, Jeremy Corbyn is
resources, being pumped
more akin to Tony Benn
into the ‘Yes’ vote while the
who was his mentor in his
QUEEN ELIZABETH II
earlier political days, he has
‘No’ vote had very little?
CONGRATULATIONS
In a vote in Par- Her majesty, Queen Elizabeth II, has gone some disastrous left wing
liament on September 8th down in history as this nations longest policies but will be able to
2015 Tory rebels as well as serving Monarch, the Euro Realist would make them seem more
to many long time
Labour and the SNP de- like to congratulate her on this milestone credible
old Labour voters and supfeated the Government over and thank her for all her years of service to porters.
the rules on holding the ref- our nation and its people.
One thing which
erendum which will make it
could be in Corbyn’s favour
fairer.
The Government
is his possible stance on the EU, as an apprentice of
wanted to suspend rules on purdah which means Tony Benn he may be against EU membership, althe Government cannot now spend or campaign in though he is currently sounding pro-EU, this is
favour of EU membership in the run up to the vote. something we will have watch and see how it develPolls are now showing increasing numbers against ops and how much pressure he comes under.
Corbyn’s leadership leaves many quesmembership.
tions, where will the Labour moderates go who leave
the party? Will they go to the Lib Dems, can UKIP
fill the vacuum? Time will tell.
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EDUCATION FOR THE PROLES
BY COLIN BULLEN
The pigs gorging themselves at the
trous for research funds and student
EU trough have finally woken up to
exchanges etc. Anyone who knows
the fact that their easy life may be
anything about the modern education
under threat, as the result of the
system, or any reader of Private Eye,
promised referendum is not as cut
can testify that the higher education
and dried as they expected. Already
establishments are now infested with
the usual suspects are everywhere, athighly paid but incompetent senior
tempting to frighten the electorate
executives and managers, much as the
and producing the same tired and
case with the NHS, whose raison d'être
completely false arguments they have
is their own personal enrichment,
used for decades.
rather than any commitment to the
Unsurprisingly the political
dissemination of knowledge, and, like
class are in the forefront, the Heathite
most of the bureaucratic class, love the
Tories like Clarke claiming that to
EU as it is the ultimate product of
leave would be a disaster and three of
their mindset, and a guarantor that
the four contenders for the Labour
much of the resources of the nations
leadership declaring their undying
involved will go towards perpetuating
loyalty to Brussels. Jeremy Corbyn
the managerial culture which provides
offers some hope as far as the EU is
their personal wealth.
Colin Bullen: universities
concerned but is by no means a comBy raising their heads above the
mitted opponent and anyway his claiming research funding loss parapet the educational establishment
out of the EU.
views on such matters as the Middle
invites a scrutiny of how much they
East and defence are anathema to
have contributed towards advancing
most Eurorealists. The squeaks from the Liberal the Europhile cause and it is not a pretty picture.
Democrats in their phone box are of course irrele- Those of us who benefited from the education sysvant and the slavish devotion of the SNP to the con- tem bequeathed by the Act of 1944 know just how
cept of a federal Europe says all one needs to know good it was and can now recognize how far it has
about them.
declined since the days of the eleven plus followed
Naturally the Brussels Broadcasting Cor- by O levels and then A levels, based on examinations
poration is doing all it can to support its paymasters where only a pen might be taken into the exam
in Europe. Anyone obtaining their news only from room. A restricted availability of university places,
the BBC would believe that the shambles at Calais financed by state grants and allowing students to
and the chaos in Kent caused by a combination of leave at the end of their time with useful degrees and
French strikers and economic migrants were nothing without vast debts was so much preferable to the
to do with the EU and its benighted Schengen nonsense of sending vast numbers to college, only to
agreement, while the blanket coverage given to emerge with qualifications that do not even help
President Obama's ill advised comments on the UK them find decent jobs. That the successful system of
and Europe was positively obscene. It is deplorable the fifties has been replaced by inferior methods is
that President Obama seeks to influence the referen- evidenced by the current complaints by universities
dum to be held on UK membership of the EU and it that so many arriving to study for degrees need realso illustrates how little he, and many of his fellow medial teaching to make up for the gaps in the escountrymen, understand of the true nature of the sential knowledge required. Our youngsters are the
European Union. Not only would the lack of de- victims of a gigantic confidence trick.
mocracy in the latter be rejected outright by freeIf it were not for the pressure exercised by
dom loving Americans but it also possesses an anti the educational establishment to replace a convenAmerican bias which, should the aim of creating a tional, and successful, system by the nonsense of
single European state be achieved, would split the progressive methods we would not have seen stanWest and lead to hostility between the two conti- dards decline as they have over past decades, alnents.
though, of course, such methods allow poor teachers
The fat cats of the CBI are vocal in their to survive whereas in the past they would have been
defence of their beloved EU but, in reality, over dismissed. Anyone who has interviewed youngsters
ninety percent of jobs in the UK are provided by for jobs or even just seen them on TV is aware that,
small to medium businesses and these are not so through no fault of their own, their breadth of
keen on subservience to Brussels. While the big knowledge is very limited. They have been fed a diet
companies love to deal with easily corruptible appa- of celebrity and vacuous pop music but how many,
ratchiks smaller enterprises are subjected to endless except those taking specific degrees know much of
regulation and interference which prevents them philosophy, politics or, most importantly, history.
from operating efficiently and create costs which
In order for a democracy to function
undermine their profitability.
properly the electorate must have a least a basic
A new voice has recently been raised in knowledge of how it came into being, developed and
support of the EU, emanating from the UK universi- what are its main characteristics. When people have
ties, who are claiming that to leave would be disas- Continued on page 5.......
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GENERATIONS BETRAYED
BY EDWARD SPALTON
“To be ignorant of what happened
else's) country. This is an outrage
before you were born, is to remain a
and should be intolerable”.
child forever” - Marcus Tullius
Details of how this appalling
Cicero, orator and defender of the
situation has been deliberately, officonstitution of the ancient Roman
cially fostered by the “progressive
Republic.
“ educational establishment can be
Cicero knew this over
found in our CIB booklet on the
2000 years ago. So do our political
national curriculum for history
masters today. By the measure of
“Generations Betrayed – Cutting
Marcus Tullius, the people of this
the Roots of our National Identity”,
country – particularly the young –
researched and written for us by
are being kept deliberately in a
Chris McGovern, an experienced
child-like state of mind, rootless and
headmaster who leads the Campaign
easily manipulated according to the
for Real Education.
Politically Correct dictates of our
We
commissioned
this
EU-subordinate government.
booklet and other studies with the
The Royal Air Force Ashelp of volunteers because members
sociation recently conducted a surof CIB serve in the CIVITAS provey which showed widespread ignogramme of information about the
rance about the Battle of Britain.
EU, speaking to sixth forms in balSSAFA, the Soldiers,Sailors and Air Edward Spalton, the Chairman of anced debate with representatives of
Force Association, conducted a simi- the Campaign for an Independent the European Movement. I have
Britain.
lar survey about VE Day which redone this for about eight years now
vealed that over half of 18 to 25 year
and, until quite recently, I won
olds did not know that VE Day celebrated Victory in every one – often by landslide majorities.
Europe. Thirty eight per cent could not identify
Well, pride goeth before a fall! Around
Winston Churchill as the prime minister of the time. two years ago I had the salutary experience of losing
More worryingly, seven per cent thought it was a debate with an MEP who advanced very little of
President Kennedy, seven per cent thought it was substance except to say “The EU is like a family.
Margaret Thatcher and four per cent even believed it Like your own family it's not perfect but you would
was Tony Blair! They had little sense of chronologi- be very lonely without it”. He said a bit about opcal sequence. Thirty eight per cent believed that the portunities for study and careers in Europe and that
first moon landing, Britain's entry into the European the EU was democratic because the voters elected
Union and the fall of the Berlin Wall had all hap- him to sit in the EU parliament. He urged the pupils
pened before VE Day! A 2004 survey by the BBC to take an interest in politics and concluded “one
showed that half of the 16 to 34 year olds did not day, one of you could be President of Europe”. He
know that the Battle of Britain had happened during really did! It was like a child's bedtime story. It was
the Second World War.
mortifying to lose to such tripe when I had made my
More worrying still, a survey of results usually successful, reasoned case.
from 2006, 2007and 2008, published in 2009
The next school I attended had an organshowed that undergraduates in the top 15% of aca- ised group of Pakistani boys who were determined
demic achievement were also extremely ignorant. that I was a racist. When I pointed out our unfavourHere are the percentages of correct answers to the able balance of trade with the EU, I said “So our
following questions.
biggest export to the EU has been skilled British
1. Who was the general in charge of the British army jobs and we have got back shelf stacking and spanat the Battle of Waterloo? 16.5%
ner and screwdriver work.” To them, this was proof
2. Who was the reigning monarch when the Spanish positive of my disrespect and hatred for immigrants!
armada attacked Britain? 34.5%
A large proportion of pupils abstained from voting
3. What was Isambard Kingdom Brunel's profession? at that school - something I had not experienced be40.5%
fore. The school was later the subject of a complaint
4. Name one prime minister of the 19th century. because a lesson on the Holocaust of the Jews had
11.5%
included a UKIP logo in association with symbols of
5. In what country was the Boer War of 1899-1902 Nazism, fascism and racism.
fought? 30.6%
I am in touch with three other speakers on
Professor Matthews of Cardiff University, the CIVITAS programme – one in Shropshire, one
who set these questions, also recounted how students in the West Midlands and one in London – all expein a typical tutorial had never heard of the Reforma- rienced speakers. They ALL report a similar experition and did not know what was meant by the term ence. From always winning, they quite suddenly
“Protestant”. He said “This implies that, all things went to always losing. I think that the general Politibeing equal, 85% of my undergraduates' age group cally Correct, multi-culti indoctrination has played
know even less than they do. In other words we are its part but the EU itself has been very active in prolooking at a whole generation that knows almost viding materials to schools – starting with attractive
nothing about the history of their own (or anyone Continued on page 4......
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although it can be very strenuous and painful incolouring books and the like for infants up to deed, to change our minds about strategy and tactics
course materials for older pupils and a comic paper whilst sticking to our objective, when the facts
hero, Captain Euro. I don't think it is likely that we change or when previously unknown or unconsidfour experienced speakers in different parts of the ered facts come to light.
When the independence movement was a
country all just went off-form simultaneously.
Something else had happened. I believe that a long- scorned, small minority, it was very sustaining to
standing programme of subtle indoctrination has know that we were right, everybody else was wrong
now worked its way from infants to sixth forms. This and furthermore acting illegally and unconstitutionis known to our enemies and I believe it to be be- ally. With the arrival of the Great Day of liberation
hind the demand for votes at the age of sixteen. All from the European project, there would be a glorithe youngsters I have addressed will be of voting age ous deliverance: our chains would fall away and the
world would watch in dread amaze as Britannia
in the referendum.
There is one bright ray on the horizon. A waived the rules and all became sweetness and light.
year later, I returned to the scene of my first defeat Noble Lords and faithful Commons would well and
and won the debate by a modest majority with a truly serve their Sovereign, freed from Political Corslightly amended presentation. It included a fair rectness and alien law; our yeomen would till the
amount of emphasis on youth unemployment in the soil, our ships plough the sea whilst our factories
would hum with renewed
Eurozone and the terrible
tragedy of Greek babies dy- So we have a population with rapidly prosperity. In face of the
ing because of the collapse changing attitudes and indeed chang- shoddy reality of economic
decline, utter scorn and conof the Greek NHS, defunded by order of the or- ing racial composition too. Yet many tempt from the powerful,
der of EU authorities. So the of us long-serving activists in the inde- sparsely attended meetings
“Blob”
(as
the pendence movement have not shifted in draughty, comfortless
halls and occasional infight“progressive” educational our ideas to match.
ing of astonishing viciousestablishment is called) can
ness, it was a noble enough
be defeated by adjusting our
approach to something still genuine and factual but myth and aspiration to sustain many of us through
long decades of dispiriting, unrewarded toil. Like all
with a stronger emotional content..
So we have a population with rapidly good myths, there was plenty of truth in it.
But as the prospect of actually leaving the
changing attitudes and indeed changing racial composition too. Yet many of us long-serving activists in EU moved from pure imagination into the realm of
the independence movement have not shifted our political possibility, it became clear that the world
ideas to match. I am not suggesting that we relax our was a far more complicated place than this myth aldetermination to win. But we should adjust our out- lowed – this myth which really did not look much
look to take account of people as they are and the beyond the great internal wrong of the EU project,
institutions of the EU as they are today after over the slighting of our abused constitution.
We live by trade. Global trade depends on
forty years of our self-inflicted subjection.
Admirable fixity of purpose can become global regulation, global standards of goods and
mere bone-headed stupidity in changed circum- services in which the EU is but a small and declining
stances - just as some doubtlessly brave Colonel part. But we are plugged into this global circuit
Blimps opposed the replacement of the British sol- through our membership of the EU , as we have
dier's traditional red coat with khaki or the replace- been for forty years of increasingly complex agreement of cavalry with tanks. Different times call for ments. Simply to repudiate these treaties, which were
freely entered into by our own elected governments
different methods, strategy and tactics.
But some people think they have the gift and parliaments, would not only create enormous,
or office - or perhaps delusion- of immutable infal- quite unnecessary economic dislocation, uncertainty
libility – rather like the law of the Medes and the and chaos for ourselves but would be a return to the
Persians which altereth not – and where are those ultimatum style of diplomacy favoured by Hitler
Medes and Persians today? (This audience will cer- and Mussolini which so blighted the last century –
tainly know of the sixth chapter of the Book of not very British really! It would certainly rebound to
Daniel. Daniel fell foul of a Directive issued by King the great loss of our industries and our country''s
Darius. The King found that his Directive was unal- reputation.
terable according to his own rigid law which you We do not have the excuse of a Versailles treaty imcould call the “Acquis Communautaire” of of its posed upon us. The EU has taken nothing which has
day. Even though Daniel was Chief President of the not been freely given by the parliaments which we
Commission, appointed by Darius over the Medean- elected under no discernible duress, albeit with a
Persian Union, he was sent to the lions' den. The great deal of deceit by our political class.
One analogy to the thinking of the
Medes and Persians were not quite as advanced as
the EU and had not invented the rule which makes “Repeal the European Communities Act and tell 'em
to sod off brigade” is with the sly manipulation of
officials permanently immune from the law.
As an EU Commissioner, Daniel would have got the terrible toddler in a tantrum, throwing all his toys
out of the pram and expecting the kind grown ups
off!)
Those of us who do not have inflexible in- to soothe him and bring them back. “They sell
fallibility have to look at situations as they arise and, Continued on page 5..
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of 28 July 2013 a Mr John Lidstone wrote From 1961 to 1972, as part of a team of
more to us than we do to them, so they'd have to,
wouldn't they?” is the thinking. I doubt that the key businessmen I spoke at meetings throughout
Britain arguing the case for the United Kingdom to
grown-ups would oblige!
I can understand and indeed share the an- join for trade purposes what was then known as the
ger which fuels this attitude but to take such a risk of European Common Market. The case for enjoying
disruption with the economy of a whole nation, favourable access to a market place of millions of
trusting that all would simply be “all right on the people was overwhelming. Had Ted Heath, the chief
night” is not sober calculation but reckless, cavalier negotiator, told the British people what the long term
consequences of joining the EU would be, I and my
folly – and there is absolutely no need for it either.
Whilst enthusiasm will undoubtedly be team would never have supported such a policy”.
Well, that “common market” with the EU
called for in massive quantities, it has to be channelled to winning moderate, presently uncommitted and other countries does now exist separately from
the political structure of the
opinion to the cause of independence. The object of The object of fighting a referendum EU. It is called the EEA –
the European Economic
fighting a referendum cam- campaign is to win it
Area and independent counpaign is to win it – not to
tries belong to it and to
create an emotionally satisfying campaign experience, leading to glorious de- EFTA, the European Free Trade Association.
Whenever you hear some prominent busifeat like the charge of the Light Brigade. As a
French general remarked on that occasion “C'est nessman insisting that we must stay in the EU, it is
magnifique mais ce n'est pas la guerre”. What raises the access to the EEA, the European Economic Area,
a cheer at a CIB or UKIP meeting will be less inspir- to which he is referring – not the odious political suing to a couple with a mortgage whose income perstate structure of the EU. The independent councomes from jobs supplying the EU market, depend- tries in the EEA are right outside those political
ing on unbroken continuity of trade to keep up the structures and not subject to the rulings of the European Court of Justice, that politicised pseudo court
payments on their family home.
Whilst the reasons for leaving the EU are of the EU. They are able to take their place on the
deeply constitutional and political, the arguments world bodies which regulate global trade and inbeing advanced are overwhelmingly economic – just creasingly tell the EU what to do. They can also
as they were for our entry. In the Sunday Telegraph make their own trade agreement and treaties with all
the countries of the world on their own terms . BritEducation for the proles continued:
ain cannot do either of these things but always has to
only a vague understanding of the system of repre- go along with the “common position”, decided for
sentative democracy, couldn't tell you when the us by the EU. Goods and services from the EEA
Chartists or the Suffragettes were active, or even who countries enjoy access to the European Single Marthey were, and probably think Napoleon and Rich- ket on terms scarcely different from those we have
ard III were contemporaries then they are highly as a member state of the EU.
unlikely to interest themselves in the arguments for
When we leave the EU, it will not be a
and against the EU. I do not believe in conspiracy matter of pulling up the gang plank and sailing
theories so doubt that the situation in which we now away. The EU countries will still be our neighbours.
find ourselves is the result of a deliberate ploy but, We have no quarrel with them and every reason and
as it is so much to the advantage of the Europhiles, I possibility of being on good, neighbourly terms.
am sure that they are happy to see the general public
Here is a short but very concentrated
more interested in the National Lottery, football and video, explaining the different possibilities for trade
the personal lives of moronic celebrities than they relations with the EU countries after independence
are in the vital issues concerning the future of our and how the EEA/EFTA option completely pulls the
democracy. For those few that are the courses on of- rug from under our opponents' scaremongering
fer in our schools relating to such matters are now about loss of jobs and markets – because our trade
heavily biased in favour of the Brussels dictatorship. can go on exactly as it does at present. Behind the
Naturally the greatest political thinker video stands much detailed work by Dr. Richard
since the war, George Orwell, identified this phe- North of the eureferendum blog and by Robert
nomenon in his works, most particularly in 1984, Oulds, Director of the Bruges Group, tabulated in
where the proles were fed with the trivial and incon- great detail in a plan which they have called not
sequential, ensuring that it did not even occur to BREXIT but FLEXCIT because it is flexible, adaptthem to question the political system under which able and capable of continuous updating. It's not
they lived. We should be in no doubt that those in perfect but it takes account of the world as it is and,
the universities extolling the so called virtues of the because it is an “off the peg” solution, could be neEU know only too well that they have succeeded in gotiated within a year or two of the referendum deslanting the entire education system against any idea cision without the need for a single day's uncertainty
of criticising the concept of the UK becoming a part or disruption of trade – which could be so disastrous
of a federal Europe. They must be regarded in the for that couple with a big mortgage whom I mensame way as the mouthpieces of the CBI, being tioned, or indeed for their employer. There would
nothing more than beneficiaries of the largesse dis- be no need to make a drama out of a crisis – betributed by the Brussels elite directed at those who cause there need not be either.
seek to further the undemocratic aims of the latter. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n0l-bGPa6iw .
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BOOMTIME FOR BREXIT

Despite the BBC and other anti-British Europhile
organisations warning of doom and gloom should
the UK make the sensible decision to quit the EU,
and dire warnings of businesses leaving, none other
than a leading German business chief, Dr Alexander Moscho, who is the Chief Executive of Bayer
UK and Ireland, has stated quitting the EU could
have a positive economical effect for Britain.
He stated on the 24th August 2015 that
Britain could survive outside the EU as it can sign a
free trade deal, which, as the leader of UKIP has
been known to say: “Is what we thought we were
voting for in 1974”.
He stated: “Depending on who you believe, the impact could be disastrous or even positive, I believe it could also be neutral. If Britain can
set up a working free trade scheme with the EU,
then the potential economic consequences might
actually even be positive.”
His statements come as many business
leaders and economists are looking to a Britain free
of the shackles of EU trade deals where Britain
would be free to negotiate its own trade agreements
rather than to abide by those the EU has negotiated.
As far as world trade is concerned the EU is a
shrinking market yet because of EU membership
the UK is tied to the dead weight of EU membership.
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